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THE GENRE ARCHIVE 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTITUTE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
 
The Genre Archive is a collection of around one thousand papers dealing in nearly all cases with 
some aspect or aspects of non-literary genres. The Archive was assembled by John Swales, his 
graduate students, and the visiting scholars who came to the institute, often supported by the H. 
Joan Morley Scholarship Fund, with the assistance of the staff of the ELI Library.  
 
The earliest papers are from the 1950s and the latest from 2007, but the majority are from the 
1985 to 2005 period. Some are published papers; others dissertations or theses, or parts thereof; 
some are manuscripts, sometimes drafts of later publications and sometimes term papers or other 
coursework. Many of the last group have no date (n.d).  
 
This bibliography lists the papers contained in the Archive in alphabetical order by author, and 
then by year of publication. A few of the entries are highlighted in yellow, indicating that these 
papers themselves are currently missing. 
 
The Genre Archive exists solely in paper form and is housed at the ELI offices. Access to the 
Archive is available by appointment. Researchers interested in visiting the Archive should 
contact Veronica Moore at vlmoore@umich.edu. Unfortunately, we are not able to accept 
requests for scanned copies by email or to otherwise circulate the contents of the Archive. 
 
Genre Archive: Bibliography 
 
1. Symposium on second language writing: contexts of L2 writing.  Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 
Sept. 15-16, 2000. Selections of information, booklets and handouts (included are: Colleen Brice and Lisa 
Newman, Yeonsuk Cho and Fred Davidson, Avon Crismore, Dana Ferris and Berrie Roberts, Linda Harklau, 
Sunny Hyon and Kellie Rayburn, Georgette Jabbour, and Thomas A. Upton) – Located after Swales in Genre 
Files. 
2. Abelin, Eric, Gisela Redeker, and Sandra A. Thompson. 1993. The rhetorical structure of US-American and 
Dutch fund-raising letters, Text 13(3): 323-350. (2 copies) 
3. Adam, Jean-Michel. 1997. Genres, textes, discours: pour une reconception linguistique du concept de genre. 
Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, 75(3): 665-681. 
4. Adams Smith, Diana. 1990. Source and derived discourse. In M. A. K. Halliday, J. Gibbons and H. Nicholas 
(eds.), Learning, keeping and using language: selected papers from the eight world congress of applied 
linguistics. Amsterdm/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 415-433. 
5. Adamson, H. D. 1991. Academic competence, Ms., 1-51. 
6. Adult Literacy Support Services Fund (ALSSF). 1980. Understanding labels: problems for poor readers.  
Report. London: Broadcasting Support Services. 
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7. Aguero, Dolores Aronovich. 2007. Eloquent ironies: narrators disrupted in the anti-war documentaries Hearts 
and Minds and The Fog of War. 4th International Symposium on Genre Studies. 
8. Ahmad, Ummul K. 1995. Academic writing in Malay research articles: a preliminary exploration. Qualifying 
research paper, Program in linguistics, The University of Michigan, 1-72. 
9. ______. 1997. Research article introductions in Malay: Rhetoric in an emerging research community. Culture 
and styles of academic discourse. 273-303. 
10. Akar, Didar. 1996. An emerging genre: fax messages in business negotiations. Ms. (Replaced by 97???)  
11. Akar, Didar and Louhiala-Salminen, Leena. 1999. Towards a new genre: a comparative study of business faxes. 
In Francesca Bargiela-Chiappini & Catherine Nickerson (eds.), Writing business: genres, media and discourses.  
London: Longman, 207-226. (2 copies) 
12. Allison, Desmond. 1994. Genre analysis in LSP teaching: where are we? In M. Brekke, O. Anderson, T. Dahl 
and J. Myking (eds.), Applications and implications of current LSP research, 2. Bergen, Norway: 
Fagbokforlaget, 698-705. 
13. Allori, Paola Evangelisti. 1998. Moves and the logico-rhetorical organisation of information: introductions to 
chapters in economics textbooks. Proceedings of the 11th European Symposium on Language for Special 
Purposes: LSP- Identity and Interface Research, Knowledge and Society, 1. Copenhagen: Copenhagen Business 
School, 113-123. (2 copies). 
14. ______. No date. Psychological discourse: thought process and linguistic realizations in the writing of English 
and Italian professionals, Ms., 1-24. 
15. Al-Shabbab, Omar and John Swales. 1986. Rhetorical features of Arabic and British news broadcasts. 
Anthropological linguistics, 28(1): 31-42. (Reprinted) 
16. Amsterdamska, Olga and L. Leydesdorff. 1989. Citations: indicators of significance? Scientometrics, 15(5-6): 
449-471. 
17. Andersson, Bo and Britt-Louise Gunnarsson. 1993. Comparative text research: Swedish and German editorials. 
Kolloquium “Persuasive Texte in der Presse”, Germanistisches Institut der Universitat Helsinki, May 1993, 1-
16. 
18. Angrist, Arthur W. 1953. A study of the communications of executives in business and industry. Speech 
monographs 20, 277-285. 
19. Anonymous. No date. Literacy and expertise in the academy. Ms., 1-19. 
20. Anthony, Laurence. 1997. Text structure of research article introductions in the field of computer science. MA 
Thesis. University of Birmingham, 1-141. 
21. Aranha, Solange. 2007. The development of a genre-based writing course for students in three fields. 4th 
International Symposium on Genre Studies. 
22. Arnold, Doug and Ylva Berglund. 1998. WWW access to corpora: a tool for teaching and learning about 
corpora. In TALC. Oxford: Keble College, 7-10. 
23. Artemeva, Natalia. 1994. Genre analysis of abstracts for research articles. Term paper. Ottawa, Carleton 
University, 1-23. 
24. ______. 1995a. Teaching engineering writing in academia: applications of social constructionist genre theory. 
MA Thesis. Dept. of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies, Carleton University.  
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25. ______. 1995b. The process of revision of a research article: an on-going dialogue. Ottawa , Carleton 
University. Term Paper. 
26. Ashmore, Malcolm, Greg Myers, Jonathan Potter. No date. Discourse, rhetoric, reflexivity: seven days in the 
library. Communicating science and technology. Ch. 15. 321-343. 
27. Askehave, Inger and John M. Swales. 2000. Genre identification and communicative purpose: a problem and a 
possible solution. Ms., 1-28. (To appear in Applied linguistics, Aug., 2000) (2 copies) 
28. ______. 2001. Genre identification and communicative purpose: a problem and a possible solution. Applied 
linguistics, 22(2):195-212.   
29. Atkinson, Dwight. 1990. Discourse analysis and written discourse conventions. ARAL: annual review of applied 
linguistics, 11: 57-76.  
30. ______. 1992. The evolution of medical research writing from 1735-1985: the case of the Edinburgh medical 
journal. Applied linguistics, 13(4): 337-374. (2 copies) 
31. ______. 1993a. A Historical discourse analysis of scientific research writing from 1675 to 1975: the case of the 
philosophical transactions of the royal society of London. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Southern California.  
32. ______. 1993b. Chapter 1 of A Historical discourse analysis of scientific research writing from 1675 to 1975: 
the case of the philosophical transactions of the royal society of London. Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Southern California. 
33. ______. 1993c. Chapter 5 of A Historical discourse analysis of scientific research writing from 1675 to 1975: 
the case of the philosophical transactions of the royal society of London. Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Southern California. 
34. ______. 1996. The philosophical transactions of the royal society of London, 1675-1975: a sociohistorical 
discourse analysis. Language in society, 25: 333-371. 
35. ______. No date. The philosophical transactions of the royal society of London, 1675-1975: a sociohistorical 
discourse analysis. Ms., 1-60. 
36. ______. No date. Toward a multifunctional model of written discourse conventions. Working draft, 1-40. 
37. Atkinson, Dwight and Douglas Biber. 1994. Register: a review of empirical research. In Douglas Biber and 
Edward Finegan (eds.), Sociolinguistic perspectives on register.  Oxford: Oxford University Press, 351-385. 
38. Atkinson, P. 1992.Understanding ethnographic texts.  Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publications.  
39. Augusto, Elianne H. 1999a. E-mail messages as cross-cultural academic interchange: comparison between 
Brazilian and English non-native messages. Abstracts of the papers presented at the Canadian Association of 
Teachers of Technical Writing Annual Conference, 1999, Sherbrooke, Quebec, 1-12. 
40. ______. 1999b. Some pragmatic aspects of cross-cultural electronic correspondence. Draft, 1-18. 
 
41. Austin, Julia Stutts. 1995. Conflict or collaboration: meeting the writing needs of second language students in 
the health sciences. Ms., 1-34. (Published in D. Belcher and G. Braine (eds.), Academic writing in a second 
language. Westport : Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc.) 
42. Aver’janova, Galina N.  1998. The semantic and structural organization of scientific texts in Russian (physics 
and mathematics.). In Paola Evangelisti Allori (ed.), Academic discourse in Europe: thought processes and 
linguistic realisation. Rome: Copia Omaggio, 55-63. 
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43. Backhouse, Roger E., Dudley-Evans, Tony, and Henderson, Willie. 1993. Exploring the language and rhetoric 
of economics. In Backhouse, Roger E. (ed.).  Book title unspecified, 1-25. (Probably in Economics and 
language, London; New York: Routledge) 
44. Bäcklund, Ingegerd. 1998. Metatext in professional writing: a contrastive study of English, German and 
Swedish. Texts in European writing communities report, 3. Uppsala: Uppsala universitet.  
45. Badger, Richard and Goodith White. 2000. A process genre approach to teaching writing. ELT journal, 54(2): 
153-160. 
46. Baker, Ila and Margot Haynes. No date.  Learning scientific word meanings through reading English text. Ms., 
Michigan State University, 1-10. 
47. Bakhtin, M. M. 1986. The problem of speech genres. Speech genres and other late essays. C. Emerson and M. 
Holquist (eds.). Austin: The University of Texas Press, 60-102. 
48. Bakmand, Bente, Robert Phillipson, and Tove Skutnabb-Kangas (eds.). 1996. Papers in language policy. Papers 
from the Language Policy Conference, Monday, January 29, 1996, University of Roskilde, Department of 
Language and Culture. 
49. Ballard, Brigid. 1995. The quality of the ANU Ph.D thesis: an analysis of a sample of examiners’ reports. A 
pilot study. Report to the dean of the graduate school.  
50. Balocco, Anna Elizabeth. 2000. Who’s afraid of literature? Rhetorical routines in literary research articles. The 
ESPecialist, 21(2): 207-223. (2 copies) 
51. ______. No date. The literary-critical research article: aspects of the social conditions of its production and of 
its textualization. Ms., 1-3. 
52. Banks, David. 1991. Some observations concerning transitivity and modality in scientific writing. Language 
sciences, 13(1): 59-78. 
53. ______. 1998. Vague quantification in the scientific journal article. ASp (19-22): 17-27. 
54. ______. 1999. Aspects of the development of grammatical metaphor in scientific writing. Les cahiers de 
l’APLIUT, 19(1): 5-25. 
55. Bargiela-Chiappini, Francesca  and Nickerson, Catherine. 1994. Writ in Water: Aspects of the Scientific 
Journal Article.  E.R.L.A., Université de Bretagne Occidentale.  
56. ______. 1999. Business writing as social action. In F. Bargiela-Chiappini & C. Nickerson. (eds.), Writing 
business: genres, media and discourses. London: Longman, 1-56. 
57. ______. 2002. Business discourse: old debates, new horizons. IRAL. 40 (4): 273-286. 
58. Bartholomae, David. 1985. Inventing the University. When a writer can’t write. 134-165. 
59. Barton, Ellen. 1996a. Convention of methods sections. Paper presented at AILA Symposium: Thicker 
description in applied genre analysis: Evaluating approaches. Finland. August, 1996.  (John has it?) 
60. ______. 1996b. Negotiating expertise in discourses of disability. Ms., Linguistics Program, Department of 
English, Wayne State University, 1-32. 
61. ______. 2002. Resources for discourse analysis in composition studies. Style. 2002, 36 (4): 575-595. 
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62. ______. No date. Inductive discourse analysis: identifying rich features. Ms. Linguistics Program, Department 
of English, Wayne State University, 1-27. 
 
63. Bastos, Liliana Cabral. 1996. Power, solidarity and the construction of request in service encounters. Ms., 1-11. 
(Later published in ESPecialist; 1996, 17(2): 151-174) 
 
64. Basturkmen, Helen. 2000. The organization of discussion in university settings. Text, 20(3): 249-269. 
65. Baumann, Klaus-Dieter. 1994. The significance of the statistical method for an interdisciplinary analysis of 
professionalism in texts. In M. Brekke, O. Anderson, T. Dahl and J. Myking (eds.), Applications and 
implications of current LSP research, 1. Bergen, Norway: Fagbokforlaget, 1-15.  
66. Baynham, Mike. 1999. Double-voicing and the scholarly ‘l’: on incorporating the words of others in academic 
discourse. Text, 19(4): 485-504. 
67. Bazerman, Charles. 1981. What written knowledge does: three examples of academic discourse. Philosophy of 
social science, 11: 361-387. 
68. ______. 1983. Scientific writing as a social act: A review of the literature of the sociology of science. In P. V. 
Anderson, R. J. Brockman, and C. R. Miller (eds.), New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication: 
research, theory and practice. Farmingdale, NY: Baywood Publishing Co., 156-184. 
69. ______. 1987. Codifying the social scientific style: the APA publication manual as a behaviorist rhetoric. In 
Nelson, Megill and McCloskey (eds.), Rhetoric of the human sciences. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 125-144. 
70. ______. 1990. Discourse analysis and social construction. ARAL: annual review of applied linguistics, 11: 77-
83. 
71. ______. 1992. Systems of genres and the enactment of social intentions. Draft (Presented at Rethinking Genre 
colloquium, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, April 1992). 1-23. 
72. ______. 1997a. Discursively structured activities.  Mind, culture, and activity. 4(4): 296-308. (2 copies) 
73. ______. 1997b. The life of genre, the Life in the classroom. Genre and writing. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook 
Publishers, Heinemann. Portsmouth, NH. 19-26. (2 copies) 
74. ______. 1999. Introduction: changing regularities of genre. IEEEE transactions on professional 
communication, 42(1): 1-2. 
75. ______. No date. Literate acts and the emergent social structure of science. Draft. 1-22. 
76. ______. No date. Studies of scientific discourse - E Pluribus Unum? Ms., 1-9. 
77. ______. No date. Letters and the social grounding of differentiated genres. Ms., 1-17. (Published in Barton, 
David et. al. (eds.), Living letters) 
78.   . 2007. Genre and cognitive development: beyond writing to learn. 4th International Symposium on Genre 
Studies. 
79. Beaufort, Anne. 1997. Operationalizing the concept of discourse community: a case study of one institutional 
site of composing. Research in the teaching of English, 31(4): 486-529. (2 copies) 
80. Beaugrande, Robert de. 1993. Discourse analysis and literary theory: Closing the gap. JAC: journal of advanced 
composition, 13(2): 423-448. 
81. Becher, Tony. 1994. The significance of disciplinary differences. Studies of higher education, 19(2): 151-161. 
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82. Becker, A. L. 1984. Biography of a sentence: a Burmese proverb. In E. M. Bruner (ed.), The construction or 
reconstruction of self and society.  Washington, DC: American Ethological Society. 135-155. 
83. ______. No date. Correspondences: an essay on iconicity and philology. University of Michigan. Draft, 1-31. 
84. Becker, Judith A. and Patricia C. Smenner. 1986. The spontaneous use of thank you by preschoolers as a 
function of sex, socioeconomic status, and listener status. Language in society, 15(4): 537-546. 
85. Beecroft, Ian. 2003. The art of medical writing-techniques to improve the chance of acceptance in CT surgery 
journals using on-line submission/review. 1-21. 
86. Belcher, Diane. 1990. How professors initiate non-native speakers into their disciplinary discourse 
communities. Texas papers in foreign language education, 1(3): 207-225. 
87. ______. 1994. Introduction. Draft, 1-27. (Published in 1995 in D. Belcher and G. Braine (eds.), Academic 
writing in a second language. Westport : Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc., xiii-xxxi) 
88. ______. 1995. Writing critically across the curriculum. Draft, 1-30. (Published in D. Belcher and G. Braine 
(eds.), Academic writing in a second language. Westport: Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc. 1995, 135-154) 
89. ______. 1996. What case studies can tell us of the need for critical genre participation. Bibliography of paper 
presented at AILA, Jyväskylä, Finland, August, 1996, 1-2. 
90. ______. 1997. An argument for nonadversarial argumentation: on the relevance of the feminist critique of 
academic discourse to L2 writing pedagogy. Journal of second language writing, 6(1): 1-21. 
91. Ben-Ari, Eyal. 1995. On acknowledgments in ethnographies. In John van Maanen (ed.), Representation in 
ethnography.  Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 130-164. 
92. Benevides Lobianco, Terezinha M.F. 2007. Wolf in sheep’s clothing: Analysing the hidden intentions of 
multimodal mechanisms of different genres. 4th International Symposium on Genre Studies. 
93. Benfield, John R. and Kathryn M. Howard. 2000. The language of science. European Journal of Cardio-
thoracic Surgery, 18: 642-648. 
94. Berber-Sardinha (Puc-Sp), Antonio P. 1999. Repetition of key lexis across texts: looking at intertextuality on 
the computer. The Especialist, 20(1): 43-55. 
95. Bergman, Jörg R. and Thomas Luckman. 1995. Reconstructive genres of everyday communication. Draft, 1-30. 
(Published later in 1995 in Uta Quasthoff (ed.), Aspect of oral communication. Berlin: de Gruyter) 
96. Berkenkotter, Carol. 1993a. HU 523: writing for publication. Course syllabus, 1-3. 
97. ______. 1993b. A rhetoric for naturalistic inquiry and the question of genre research in the teaching of English. 
Research in the teaching of English, 27(3): 293-304. 
98. ______. 1995. Theoretical issues surrounding interdisciplinary interpretation. Social epistemology, 9(2): 175-
187. 
99. ______. 1998. Settings and the institutional organization of language. Technical report prepared for the center 
for interdisciplinary studies of writing, 1-19. 
100. ______. No date. Sites of contention, sites of negotiation: textual dynamics of peer review in the construction of 
scientific knowledge. Ms., Michigan Technological University, 1-27. 
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101. Berkenkotter, Carol and Thomas Huckin. 1992. Handouts presented at Rethinking Genre Conference, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada, April, 1992. (A sociocognitive approach to genre: five ontogenetic and epistemological 
principles; Genres and genre knowledge: a sociocognitive approach; Bakhtin and the problem of speech genres) 
102. ______. 1993a. Rethinking genre from a sociocognitive perspective. Written communication, 10(4): 475-509. 
103. ______. 1993b. You are what you cite: novelty and intertextuality in a biologist’s experimental article. In N. C. 
Blyler and C. Thralls (eds.), Professional communication: the social perspective. Newbury Park : Sage, 109-
127. 
104. ______. No date. Rethinking genre from a sociocognitive perspective. Draft, 1-20. (3 copies) 
105. ______. No date. ‘Suffer the little children’: learning the ‘curriculum genres’ of school and university. Draft, 1-
15. (2 copies) 
106. Berkenkotter, Carol, Thomas Huckin and John Ackerman. 1988. Conventions, conversations, and the writer: 
case study of a student in a rhetoric Ph.D. program. Research in the teaching of English, 22(1): 9-43. 
107. ______. No date. Social contexts and socially constructed texts. Draft, 1-36. 
108. Berkenkotter, Carol and Doris Ravotas. 1997. Genre as a tool in the transmission of practice over time and 
across professional boundaries. Mind, culture and activity. 4(4): 256-274. (2 copies) 
109. ______. No date. The function of genre in the transmission of practice: case study of the influence of the DSM 
IV on a therapist's case notes. Ms., 1-16. 
110. Bernadini, Silvia. 1998. Systematising serendipity: Proposals for large-corpora concordancing with language 
learners. In TALC. Oxford: Keble College, 12-16. 
111. Bernstein, Daniel and Richard Edwards. 2000. Establishing a model infrastructure to sustain external peer 
review of teaching. Ms., 1-4. 
112. Bertram, Bruce. 1991. The discourse of inquiry: pedagogical challenges and responses. Draft prepared for the 
conference: literacy, identity, and mind, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, Oct. 3-5, 1991, 1-27. 
113. Besnier, Niko. 1989. Literacy and feelings: the encoding of affect in Nukulaelae letters. Text, 9(1): 69-92. 
114. Bex, Tony (=Bex, A. R.). 1992. Genre as context. Journal of literary semantics, 21(1): 1-16.  
115. ______. 1993. The genre of advertising. Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, 71: 719-732. 
116. ______. 1996a. Genre theory and the problem of literature. Ms. 
117. ______. 1996b. Genre. Ms.: chapter 7 from forthcoming book, 237-298. 
118. ______. 1997. Parody and the problem of the anterior text. Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, 75: 743-760. 
119. ______. No date. Parody, genre, and literary meaning. Ms., 1-25. 
120. Beyer, Janice, M. Roland, G. Chanove and William B. Fox. 1995. The review process and the fates of 
manuscripts submitted to AMJ. Academy of management journal, 38(5): 1219-1260. 
 
121. Bhatia, Vijay K. 1985. Textual mapping in English legislative writing. Ms., 1-28. (Published later in 1987 as 
Textual-mapping in British legislative writing in World Englishes, 6(1): 1-10) 
 
122. ______. 2007. Interdiscursivity in critical genre analysis. 4th International Symposium on Genre Studies. 
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123. ______. 1993. ESP and the world of professions: bridging the gap or making inroads? Paper presented at The 
Second National Seminar on ESP, 22-23 November 1993, Universiti Teknologi, Malaysia, 1-10. 
124. ______. 1994a. Generic integrity in ESP. In R. Khoo (ed.), LSP: problems and prospects. Anthology series 33. 
Singapore: RELC, 49-62. 
125. ______. 1994b. Genre-mixing in academic introductions. Paper presented at the Penn State Conference on 
Rhetoric and Composition, the Pennsylvania State University, 13-16 July, 1994, 1-6. 
126. ______. 1994c. Genre-mixing in professional communication: the case of 'private intentions' vs. 'socially 
recognized purposes'. Paper presented at the Second International Conference on English for Professional 
Communication, City Polytechnic of Hong Kong, 28-30 March, 1994, 1-10. 
127. ______. 1997a. Genre analysis today. Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, 75: 629-652. 
128. ______. 1997b. Introduction: genre analysis and world Englishes. World Englishes, 16(3): 313-319. 
129. ______. 1997c. The power and politics of genre. World Englishes, 16(3): 359-371. (2 copies) 
130. ______. 1998. Intertextuality in legal discourse. The language teacher, 22(11): 13-39. (The monthly publication 
of the JALT: the Japan association for language teaching) 
131. ______. No date. Genre analysis and the development of teaching materials for English for business and 
technology. Ms., 1-16. 
132. Bialostosky, Don. 1991. From discourse in life to discourse in poetry: teaching poetry as Bakhtinian speech 
genres. In James M. Cahalan and David B. Downing (eds.), Practicing theory in introductory college literature 
courses. Urbana, IL: National council of teachers of English, 215-226. (2 copies) 
133. Biber, Douglas and Edward Finegan. 1993? Intra-textual variation within medical research articles. Ms., 1-11. 
(To appear in a festschrift for someone, to be published by Mouton (not yet in press)) 
134. Biesenbach-Lucas, S. 1995. Three approaches to textual analysis: a chronological review of research in 
EST. Ms. (?)  
 
135. Bishop, Wendy. 1997. Preaching what we practice as professionals in writing. In Wendy Bishop and Hans 
Ostrom (eds.). Genre and writing. Boynton/Cook Publishers, Heinemann. Portsmouth, NH. 3-16. 
 
136. Bishop, Wendy and Hans Ostrom. 1995a. Genre and writing: mapping the territories of discourse. Manuscript 
submitted to the MLA: Modern language association of America for publication in 1995, 1-490. 
 
137. ______. 1995b. Genre and writing: issues, arguments, alternatives. Ms., 1-452. (Published later by 
Boynton/Cook, Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH, 1997) 
138. Bizzell, Patricia. No date. Context, convention, canon: some uses of the concept of ‘discourse community’. Ms., 
1-14. 
139. ______. No date. How do discourse communities change? Ms., 1-23. 
140. ______. No date. What is a ‘discourse community’? Ms., 1-23. 
141. ______. No date. Contrastive rhetoric: thirty years and still going strong. Ms., 1-63. (Submitted to TESOL 
quarterly) 
142. Bjørge, Anne K. 1998. Appositions as an indicator of journalistic sub-genres: hard news vs. feature articles. 
Proceedings of the 11th European Symposium on Language for Special Purposes: LSP- Identity and Interface 
Research, Knowledge and Society, 1. Copenhagen: Copenhagen Business School, 202-211. 
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143. Blakeslee, Ann M. 1994. The rhetorical construction of novelty: presenting claims in a letter forum. Science, 
technology, and human values, 19(1): 88-100. 
144. ______. No date. Becoming a physicist: acquiring rhetorical skills and knowledge through disciplinary 
enculturation. Ms., 1-42. 
145. Blenkinsop, Tom and Alison Love. 1996. Framework and flexibility: Improving student reading strategies in 
the earth-sciences. Geoscience education and training. 501-511 
146. Bloom, Lynn Z. 1997. American autobiography and the politics of genre. In Wendy Bishop and Hans Ostrom 
(eds.). Genre and writing. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook Publishers, 151-159. 
147. Bloor, Meriel. 1983. The pragmatics of word omission in abbreviated texts: the case of encyclopaedia entries. 
M.A.L.S. journal, 8: 105-123. (Birmingham U.K. University of Aston and Midlands Association for Linguistic 
Studies; 2 copies) 
148. ______. 1998. Lexical and grammatical choices in innovative language use in computer science. In Antonia 
Sánchez-Macarro and Ronald Carter (eds.), Linguistic choice across genres: variation in spoken and written 
English. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 155-171. 
149. Bloor, Thomas. 1998. Conditional espressions: meaning and realization in two genres. In Antonia Sánchez-
Macarro and Ronald Carter (eds.), Linguistic choice across genres: variation in spoken and written English. 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 47-63. 
150. Borsinger de Montemayor, Ann. 1995. A comparative study of academic writing in the sciences. Paper 
presented at BALEAP, Nottingham, UK. March 1995. (?)   
151. Bosch Abarca, Elena and Rosa Gimenez Moreno. 2006. Letters of Rejection: The Unwelcome News. 27(1): 21-
42. 
152. Bouton, Lawrence F. 1995. A cross-cultural analysis of the structure and content of letters of reference. Studies 
in second language acquisition, 17(2): 211-244. 
153. Bowles, Hugo. 1998.  Newspaper law reports - discourse complexity and perceived readership. In Paola 
Evangelisti Allori (ed.), Academic discourse in Europe: thought processes and linguistic realisation. Rome: 
Copia Omaggio, 117-128. 
154. Braithewaite, Charles Austin. 1985. Toward a conceptualization of ‘speech community’. Papers from the 10th 
Minnesota regional conference on language and linguistics, 13-29. 
155. Bregman, Alvan and Caroline Haythornthwaite. 2003. Radicals of presentation: visibility, relation, and co-
presence in persistent conversation. New media & society. 5(1): 117-140 Mar 2003. 
156. Briggs, Charles L., and Richard Bauman. 1992. Genre, intertextuality and social power. Journal of linguistic 
anthropology, 2(2): 131-172. 
157. Bronson, Matthew. 2001. Genre is a Verb: Research on Academic Writing in Critical Perspective. Retrieved 
from http://www.enformy.com/alford.htm#bronson. 
158. Brooke, Robert and Dale Jacobs. 1997. Genre in writing workshops - identity negotiation and student-centered 
writing. In Wendy Bishop and Hans Ostrom (eds.).  Genre and Writing. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook 
Publishers, 215-228. 
159. Brouwers, Werner. 1998. A linguistic analysis of the generic macrostructure of the business letter of request. 
Proceedings of the 11th European Symposium on Language for Special Purposes: LSP- Identity and Interface 
Research, Knowledge and Society, 2. Copenhagen: Copenhagen Business School, 137-147. 
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160. Brown, Robert M. 2004. Self-composed: Rhetoric in psychology personal statements. Written communication, 
21(3): 242-260 July 2004. 
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